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INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

The instructional activities_that follow may be used as nw stand, 1V
be adapted for special groups or instructors' styles' or_may y At

ideas upon which an instructor can base learning activities. 11-44e n
few characteristics of these activities:

1. There are a variety of instructional modes--lectunwl .ctmsiorr

games, practice sessions, role-plays, and applicato isxer.ccs.
Some modules lend themselves to one mode or another.

Instructors may take advantage of the variety of Milts y varyAing

learning activities. Even a steady diet of games aed t-11-1-plaays

can become boring.

Often, two or more alternative activities will le- recomen0d. Di&

allows instructors to vary modes or to provide autitionil learning
activities for trainees who need extra help. Instructors may, if
necessary, use all the alternatives to reach a particular objective.

4. Some instructional delivery systems may work better with certain
modes of instruction. For example. audiovisuals (such as filmm)
are difficult to use when teaching by telephone conferencing. GMM,
however. may promote both competition and cooperation among the sta.-
tions (which are otherwise isolated by not being in the same loce-
tion

5. Self-tests may be checked by the trainer in tutorial situations. In

the other delivery systems, self-tests may replace other activities.

Discussion of self-tests as an activity is not usually listed inthe

IAPs, but it is often an excellent exercise.

The next section begins with descriptions of a few of the standard ac .

tivities that are found in several modules. These standard activities ar !

referred to in the IAPs. Following the standard activities are the IAPs

themselves.

Standard Activities

Standard Activ t 0 D scussion. Open discussions reci ions);

intemded ta assure that a a nees eve learned the basic information a"td
in a module. Be sure that all trainees participate. A common sequence tgthe

discussion :could te the following:

1. Lacturebriefy ove- the mcdule, giving personal examples or exPeri-

ences which relate to the main topics. Lecture should cover a maximum

o* 10 Minutes.

2. Ask whether anyone has questions. If someone has a questi n. Won

another trainee to answer.

Using the itemm listed under this activity in the IAP or the objec-

tives listed in the text, ask trainees questions. Do not follows

pPedictable routine when calling on trainees. Occasionally. calion

a trainee twice in a row. Praise correct answers and expand on them
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if necessary. If a trainee makes an error or does not respond, call
on another traineel then 21 back to the trainee who was unable to
answer and repeat the question.-
Note: First ask the question, then call on a trainee. This keeps
trainees from "tuning out."

4. Summarize the major points covered an4 ask for questions.

Standard Activit -: The 011'ective Game. This game usually serves as analternative to the opien discussion And Serves the same purpose. The group isseparated into small groups (2-4 trainees

I. Divide into groups. If training involves staff from more than one
facility, assign trainees from different facilities to each group.
This promotes sharing of knowledge and ilformal discussion; it also
prevents destructive competition between facilities.
Tell all groups to prepare 3 or 4 questions based_on the _bjectives.
Give them 5 minutes to do so.

Rotating among groups, have each group ask one question and choose
another_group to answer (or allow the first group with an answer togive it).

Score the answer as follows:

Complete, accurate answer . 3 points
Nearly accurate or nearly complete answer . 2 points
Partially correct answer = I point
Incorrect or no answer . 0 points

5. For answers .less than 3 Points, another team can complete or correct
the answer for the remaining points.

6. If no team completes the answer or there is a dispute, the team which
asked the question must complete or correct the answer. The instruc-
tor acts as arbiter and awards the points if necessary. _Keee_itfrtendl-. Give the benefit of the doubt.

The Objective Game may be adapted for use in practice activities.

Standard Activit Faul t-_Findinct Game. Teams set up situations iwhichthere are flaws involving treatment programs, ethical considerations, os-ophy (e.g., normalization), specification of objectives, or legality ofplacement or program. The other teams seek out the flaws.

This activity not only makes people sensitive to subtle issues, it al :o
makes them aware of the difficulties in their own programs. It is common for
teams to design faiilts that occur in their own facilities. In this game, de-signing the faults

. is every bit as enlightening as finding them.



1. Divide into teams of 3 or 4 persons.

2. Assign a topic for the situation.

3. Tell teams that there should be one or two faults relevant to the
current module or one covered earlier in the training.

4. After situations have been written, have the first group describe its

situation. All teams try to find the faults (alternatively, you may
rotate so that team 2 finds faults in the team 1 situation, team 3

finds faults in the teum 2 situation, etc.). When describing a fault,

a team must also give a possible solution.

5. When one team has finished and all faults have been found, rotate to

the next team.

6. Score as follows:

Fault solution = 3 points
Fault partial solution = 2 points
Fault = I point
A team which has designed a clear fault which is not detected may earn

points by describing the fault and a solution.

Standard Activity: Modeling. Models and demonstrations may be clerer

than descriptions. There are Iwo effects of modeling:

I. Observational learning--trainees may learn new ekills by observing

models.

2. Disinhibition/facilitation--seeing a model perform a behavior may
make a trainee more comfortable and less resistant to practice. An

instructor may specifically demonstrate both poor and_good examples.

This not only improves trainees' abilities to discriminate when tech-

niques are used correctly and incorrectly, but it may alsv improve
willingness to practice and reduce fear of making errors.

There are several characteristics of modeling which may enhance its ef-

fectiveness:

I. Greater imitation will occur if the model a) is an expert.or person

of high status, b) is simdlar in some way to the trainee (as, for

example, a well-liked co-worker), or c) xontrols rewards for the

trainee.

2. Imitation is increased if the trainees see another trainee rewarded

for_following the demonstration. On the other hand, the model will
be less effective if trainees see another trainee criticized for in-

accurate imitation. Thus, try to find something to oraise in every

attempt to follow a model.

3. The instructor should a) gain the attention of the trainees before

modeling, b) tell trainees what specific points to look for, c) model

those points directly without unnecessary irrelevant details, d) ask

the trainees to point out how the model demonstrated the points to be

learned, e) ask a trainee to model the same skill in the same or a

similar situation, and f) praise the trainee for performing the

modeled behaviors.



4. Modeling should be followed by role-played practice by all traineesor by actual on-the-job practice.

tandard Activity: Role- la . Many of the techniques taught in the mod-ules may be simulated in role-plays or may be rehearsed. In some role-plays,
trainees pretend to be involved in a situation which might arise.

Role-plays can serve several purposes. They may serve as skill practice,
as a way to apply knowledge in decision-making situations, or as a way to
develop sensitivity to other persons and to ethical and philosophical issues.

Role-plays for !till_practice may follow modeling. The following recom-mendations may be helpful:

1. Describe very clearly what you want the partic pants to practice.
For example, say "Jim, you will teach Ann how to cut glass. Use thetask analysis to do a whole-task presentation. Ann, make a few errors
and get a few steps right."

2 Start by practicing only parts of tasks; in the above example, Jimand Ann might te asked to role-play only one step in the task anal-ysis. Then, another pair could be asked to role-play that step andone more. Finally, another pdir could role-play the entire task.
Ask the rest of the trainees to evaluate each role-play according tothe criteria established in the module (using performance evaluationcheck sheets if appropriate). If the role-player "gets stuck," askanother trainee to suggest what should be done next.
Provide feedback to the trainee following role-play. Point out whatthe trainee did right. Ignore minor errors. If you must point out
an error, describe or demonstrate how to correct it and ask the
trainee to practice that part of the situation again.

Role7plays for decision makjng_ may give trainees an opportunity to experi-ence problem-solving processes. Trairees.apply knowledge or philosophy tohypothetical situations. They may be assigned to play a particular role (suchas parent or case managr) or may be themselves. This type of role-play is
somewhat less structured than a role-play for practice, but the same recommen-dations apply.

One procedure wMch promotes communication among staff is to "rotateproblems." Group I sets up a problem (from a real work situation, if possible)for Group 2 to discuss, Group 2 sets up a problem for Group 3, and so on. So-lutions are then reviewed by the whole group.

There are a number of ways to use role-playing to promote sensitivity orattitude change. Role-reversal involves taking on the role of another personwith whom the trainee might work. The trainee might be assigned to be a cli-ent, parent, or therapist.

Structured role discussions are role-plays in which trainees are assignedroles and attitudes to display during a discussion. After the discussion,trainees are "debriefed." They read their "attitude descriptions" aloud. Then

5



group members explain their feeling abou-t the discussion and about the indi-
viduals as they played their roles.

In a debate, trainees are assigned too advocate for a position. The topic
is presented by the instructor. Mate tgeams are established in one of the
following two ways:

1. A panel of 3-4 trainees per team present the pros and cons of an
issue. After the debate,Oe auadience of trainees vote and give
their feelings about the issue.

2. Trainees are divided intogroups of 2, 4, or 6. They debate in these

small groups.

Here is a common sequence fora deba-te:

1. Announce the topic.
2. Divide into teams.
3. AlloW 5 minutes for preparation.
4. Debate for 10 minutes.
5. Allow audience voting and particpation, or tell debaters they must

now switch sides and crguefor tele other side.



INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES PACKETS

The purpos4me of the activities presented in these packets is to provide
instruction whi41-Ich will allow trainees to master the materials in the module
objectives. Wa encourage trainers to modify or adapt these activities and
to develop new comes.

7
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RA-2
TfmNSK ANALYSIS

TMK1: OPEN DISCUSSION
Purpose: Cover all objectives
Deadon: 30 minutes
Mguials needed: Module text

Handout or ovetr-head transparency--The Language of Task
Analysis

I fructions:
See Page 2

Assure that the following il:aems are covered:
Why do task analysis?
Define: Task analysis

Target
Teachable step
Method
Content
Process
Format

How do you know if a task aralysis is adequate and complete?

rilsK1 ALTERNATIVE: FILM
Purpose: Cover all objectives
Ourgion: 1-1.5 hours
Materias deeded: Film "Try Anoth7xer Way"

Available from= Film Productions of Indianapolis
128 E. 36th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46205

Imtructions:
Following the film, answer c=luestions which trainees have. Discuss
one or two_of these topics:
1. Are all poople trainableE?
2. What kinds of skills area easy to task-analyze? Hard to task-

analyze? Why?_
3. How can you tell if a tearsk analysis is adequate and complete?
4. Why should you know how to write task analyses when you can buy

them?

rtm: DEMONSTRATION OF TASK ANLYSIS
Purpose: Objective 2
Dogion: 20 minutes
Mguials needed: Task Analysis f=orm

Articles needecAt to perform task chosen
ImVuctions:

Using the Task Analysis form-2, demonstrate how you task analyze one
of the following behaviors. Demonstrate two different methods to

8
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TulSr, AN

1fenu the t _aSk. Develop cor= cent fo one nie' hod. "Walk" tr-tillough the p rocess by dascri= ing everything as you do it.
evicr 1: J_Sorting 15 bol ts ,. washers, nuts (3 sizes of each) frombox es contain 1 ng 103 each int o. plastic bags or boxes which hold oneQi all items.

Lieh evior 2 LWutting on a coat
geh- .aviar 3: ita-4 choice of some behav or which trainees wi l supervisevvhet_ri working.

Aftrwritin9 the task analysi check it by having a trainee performp_g_lry the step you wrote. If -7-there are any steps which are missing
or r-r-leed revi5%9 on, revise the tsk analysis. Note: It may be helpfulto -leave out step so trainee can catch your "error."

IiI5K 3: ISCOVER I fq METHODS

Purpose : Objective 2 , practice adaping nethods to individual c -lents
Duration: 20 aiinUts
Neteria 1 6 needed: en r 11 and paper

=halkboard or over-head projector
Instruct i[1::3ns:

I. Trainees nos ay do this indivi- dually (with group dicussion at the end)oras a gr-oup.
2. Assign a b- ehavior or allow trainees to choose behaviors they

are planni ng to train.
3. Instruct t rainees to write a method (not content) ftr t is behavi

Allow apprnximately 3 minut _es to do so.
4. Discuss me thods which were -written.
S. --Tell traines to adapt this method for

e) a Cl1eflt with limited rno I bi ity or use of only one arm andt) a client with a visual disability.
6. a=) iscuss ch=nges in method c-aused by the disabi 1 ities in step 5_

TA% 4: WRITING A 1..-N,S I< ANALYSIS
PurRe: 1:=Ibiective
Duration: 30 laintite
Material s r---ieeded s k Analysis f

ristruct or--1 5:
1 1:,ssign one skill to be task analyzed by all trainees.

IL-A ter each trainee has had --(=iine to prepare the content, pal
rainees In each pair, cin- person will read his/her con ten

h:Jhile the _0-zther person perfrins it exac_tly as read, or i:! stop at
tiwe, .Trainees then revis e the content as needed.

3. Ht ave tr.aine -es evaluate their- partners' contents acco ciing to these
riteri a
) t is d, etailed enough sc° that someone unfamiliar with the taskcan Per form it.
) it is vr- ritten in simp I nterh ces ( o nc Ii h n r -r step

C ) MI ste:_---.Js are observable- ..r1c! '.,jritton an toris client honavi:Step written in a c: rrect sequence.

12 BES1 COPY AVAILABLE



RA-2
TASK A%ALYSIS

Allow a few minutes for discussion and/or examples from trainees.

Note: This task can be done as an assignment out-of-class.

TASK 5: EVALUATING A TASK ANALYSIS
Purpose: Objective 2
Duration: 20 minutes
Materials needed: Worksheet 1
Instructions:

1. Hand out worksheet.
2. Instruct individuals to score task analysis according to the

criteria on the worksheet.
3. Discuss scoring.

Note: You may substi ute any other task analysis for this.

TASK 5 ALTERNATIVE: REVISE FAULTY TASK ANALYSIS
Purpose: Objective 2; practice trouble-shooting faulty content
Duration: 20-40 minutes
Materials needed: Worksheet 2
Instructions:

See Fault-finding Game,Page 3

Do fault-finding game or instruct students to complete problem 1 or
2 (or both) and discuss answers.

10 13



RA-2
TASK ANALYSIS

TASK ANALYSIS FORM

BEHAVIOR:

OBJECTIVE:

METHOD:

CONTENT:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Use back for more steps if needed.

PROCEDURE:
FORMAT;

FEEDBACK FOR CORRECT RESPONSE:

FEEDBACK FOR INCORRECT RESPONSE:

INSTRUCTIONS OR CUES:

14



RA-2
TASK ANALYSIS

WORKSHEET 1

Behavior: Walking correctly up/down stairs
Method: Client will walk up and down stairs on the right side of the stairway,

keeping right hand on the railing. Client will take one step at a time,
alternating left and right foot at each step.
Content:
1. Client will approach stairway.
2. Client will put right hand on railing and then put left foot on first step.

3. Client will put right foot on next step.
4. Trainer will assist client until client gets to top of stairs.

5. Client will let go of railing.
Process:

Format: Total task
Feedback for correct: Praise
Feedback for error: Overcorrection. Each time the client does not

go up or dowfi correctly, she will be instructed to go back to the
beginning of the stairway and go up and down properly twice.

Instructions: None
Setting: in the group home, each time she uses stairs.

Evaluate the task analysis according to these criteria:
Yes

1. Are all steps observable?
2. Are all steps stated in terms

client behavior?
3. The whole behavior could be

completed using only written
steps.

4. The steps are written in
appropriate sequence.

5. There is only one behavior per
step.

6. The wording is concise and
clear no unnecessary words).

15
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RA-2
TASK ANTLYSJS

WORKSHEET 2

Review the task analyses below and ans e- the questions:

1. Behavior: Putting a screw through a board. The purpose is to tighten the
screw.
Content:
1. Pick up screw.
2. Place screw in hole.
3. Pick up screwdriver.
4. Place nose of screwdriver in screw head.
5. Rotate clockwise until screw is tight.
6. Place screwdrive on table.

. Raise hand.

It has been observed that most clients do not do step 5 correctly. Please
break it down further.

2. Behavior: Toothbrushing

After training was carried out for three sessions, it was discovered that
at lea3t one step was missing and also that the client was having
trouble with steps 3 and 9. Break steps 3 and 9 down further and find
a missing step.

Content:
1. Pick up the toothbrush.
2. Wet the toothbrush.
3. Remove the toothpaste cap.
4. Replace the toothpaste cap.
5. Brush the outside surfaces of the teeth.
6. Brush the biting surfaces of the teeth.
7. Brush the inside surfaces of the teeth.
8. Fill cup with water.
9. Rinse the mouth.
10. Wipe the mouth.
11. Rinse the toothbrush.
12. Rinse the sink
13. Discard the disposables.

16
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RA-2
TASK ANALYSIS

HANDOUT
THE LANGUAGE OF TASK ANALYSIS

These are some terms you will need to understand during the p osentation
on task analysis.

TASK ANALYSIS: Breaking a task into teachable steps.

TARGET: The behavior you wish to change.

TEACHABLE STEP: A step that is small enough for a particular client to learn.
What is teachable for one person may not be for another.

METHOD: How the behavior is to be done. For example, will the client shave
with a razor or an electric shaver?

CONTENT: The teachable steps in order. For example:
1. Wet face
2. Apply shaving cream
3. Etc.

PROCESS: How the content is taught. Includes format (how steps are presented),
cues and instructions, and feedback (consequences for correct and
iriCOrrect responses

RECYCLE: Do again. An alternative to giving up. Method, content, and
process can be done over as many times as necessary to achieve
success.

17



TASK ANALYSIS
RA- 7

Test Form A-Key

1. Give three r,1:asons why task analysis is useful. pcs.)

1. It makes teaching easier (hy providing a sequence of manageable steps)
It provides a tool for evaluating client's skills and progress
It allows for consistent teaching (from session to session, _

trainers)
It facilitates individualizing instruction (or

clients are having trouble)

You are attemtn
and floor. This clien- has limi
and an abilit to _ollow twoste
T--k analze the skill of cleanin

sho-- where individual

to train a client to clean a work area, including_table

2. Criterion

a. All steps are observable
b. All steps are stated in terms

client behavior
The whole behavior could be completed
using only written activities (-1/gap)

d. The steps are Written in an appropriate
sequence (-1/error)
The wording is concise and clear

ed use of his left arm- limited language
srruction He has never used a broom.
h- work area.

Points Possible

5
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TASK ANALYSIS
RA-2

Test Form B-Key

1. Give th_ree _reasons why task analys iN useful. (3 pts.)

1. It makes teaching easier (by providing a sequence of manageable F
it provides a tool for evaluating client's skills and progress.
It allows for consistent teaching (from session to session, or among

trainers)
It facilitates individualizing instruction (or shows where individual

clients are having trouble)

2. You wish to teach a client to usc the telephone. The client recognizes
uences. He has full use of'hands. Task
friend on the telephone.

numbers but_cannot remember se
azethe_skill of callin

2. Criterion Points_Ppssible

a. All steps are observable 1

b. All steps are stated in terms of 1

client behavior
c. The whole behavior could be completed 5

using only written activities (-1/gap)
d. The steps are written in an appropriate 2

sequence (-1/error)
e. The wording is concise and clear

1 9
16



WORK ADJUSTMENT
RA-37

Form A-Key

I. Define work adjus ment and describe the ditte
and ze4zpc. .0 approach to work adjus= ent.

1. Work ad nstment is a treatment/training program through which the individualis assisted in acquiring those skills, behaviors and concepts needed to functioneffectively in a work environment. This may include personal, social, and com-munity adjustment as it relates to work outcomes.

One of tbe earlier approaches
to work adjustment was to provide whatever pros-thetic device was necessary to prop the client up to the extent that theindividual could function in a sheltered workshop setting. This tendedto make the person dependent on the deviee(s) in order to function (but theindividual was functioning.) The more recent therapeutic approach is to pro-vlde whatever is necessary to get the person functioning and to begin to sys-tematically withdraw the supports as the individual is able to function withoutthem. The idea is to help the person function like they do in the "normal" or"real" world.

2. Explain the rationale_for conducting t aining iuterventions as much as -o-sible

3.

in the natural work settin

Takes advantage of naturally occurring discrimination stimuli and consequenceswhich must eventually control the behavior.

Provide a rationale for including clients in vocational_training and producwithou requiring a ca alogue of prerequ site behavior pat erns, etc
ion

To postpone vocational instruction until other behaviors are changed simplyextends Ole period of vocational incompetence and prevents access to natural
reinforcers for work behavior.

If vocational skills are taught first, or concurrently , there is A likelihoodthat the client can begin to have successes which can heir) eliminate inappropriatebhavior for a more efficient and effective treatment program.

Outline a series of ste s to follo
relevan

a) Deal with inappropriate behavior within the w rk setting
b) Observe behavior in the situation in which it occurs
c) Record each individual incident of concern
d) Identify target behavior
e) Don't work for everything at once
f) Define the problem operationally and determine how performance willbe measured
g) Specify two criteria for each treatment objective: one for successful

terminations of the program and one for chanpng the programh) Develop and implement intervention program
Conduct intervention as much as possible in the natural work settingj) Change frequency

k) Avoid use of negative consequences
1) Evaluate and make modifications

2 0



WORK ADJUST T

RA-37

Test Form A-Key(Eon't.)

List at least 7 social survival skills ana 7 vocati nal survival skills
identified by Risch an MIITaqCPT8
ln sheltered workshop-and provide_a
:ruly necessary and 1 frOM each iist as

critique of
or a c len o unction
rem each list as bein-

not really being necessary.

5. Employees should be able (Social)

1. Communicate basic n eds such as those involving thirst, hunger, sickness,
pain and toileting

9. Communicate basic needs receptively by means of verbal expression, signs,
or gestures

3. Communicate basic needs expressively by means of verbal expression of
gestures

4. Respond to instructions requiri ediate compliance within 0-30 seconds

5. Respond appropriately to safety signols given verbally through signs or
through signals

6. Initiate contact with supervisors when:
a. cannot do the job
b. runs out of materials
c. finishes the job
d. feels too sick/tired to work
e. needs drink, rest room
f. makes a mistake which requires informing the supervisor

7 MairC;ain proper grooming by:
a. dressing appropriately after using the restroom
b. cleaning self before coming to vDrk
c. cleaning self after using the restroom
d. cleaning self after eating lunch
e. eating food appropriately aC lunch
E. displaying proper table manners at lunch

8. Reich place of work by means of:
a. company-sponsored vehicle
b. own arrangement
o. public transit

9. Maintain personal hygiene by:
a. shaving regularly
b. keeping teeth clean
c. keeping hair combed
d. keeping nails clean
e. using deodorant

10. Leave job station inappropriately no more than 1-2 times per day
11. Display or engage in major disruptive behavior no mo-- than 1-2 times per

week
12. Display or engage in minor disruptive behavior no more than 1-2 times per

week

(Vocational)

Employees should be able to:

i. Participate in work environments for 6-hour periods
2 Move safely about the shop by:

a. Walking from place to place
b. Identifying and avoiding dangerous areas
c. Wearing safe work clothing

3. Work continuously at a job station for 1-2 hour periods
16 21



WORK ADJUSTMENT
RA-37

(Con'")

4. Learn new tasks when the supervisor explains by mo cling
5. Come to work on an average of 5 times per week
6. Correct work on a task after the second correction
7. Want to work for money/sense of zccomplishment
8. Understand work routine by not displaying disruptive behavior duringroutine program changes
9. Continue work without disruptions when:

a. Supervisor is observing
b. Fellow worker is observing
c. Stranger is observing

10. Adapt to a new work environment with normal levels of productivity in 1-5 daysand with normal levels of contacts with supervisor in 30-60 minutes.

22
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WO ADJUSTMENT
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Test Form B-Key

1. Outline a series of ste s to follow thich are useful in changLas vocationall/
relevant behaviors.

Deal with inappropriate behavior within the work setting
b) Observe behavior in the situation in which it occurs

) Record each individual incident of concern
d) Identify target behavior
e) Don't work for everything at once
f) Define the problem operationally and determine how performance will be

measured
g) Specify two criteria for each treatment objective: one for success ul

terminations of the program and one for changing the program
h) Develop and implement intervention program
i) Conduct intervention as much as possible in the natural work setting
j) Change frequency
k) Avoid use of negative consequences
1) Evaluate and make modifications

2. List at least 7 social survival skills and 7 vocational survival skills
identifisdjay Rusch and Mithaug (1980) as essentj1f0r a client to function
in a sheltered workshop--and provide a critique of 1 from each list as being
.11.iy necessary and 1 from each list as

2. (Social)

Employees should be able to-

really being necessary.

1. Communicate basic needs such as those involving thirst, hunger, sickness,
pain, and toileting

2. Communicate basic needs receptively by means of verbal expression, signs,
or gestures

3. Communicate basic needs expressively by means of verbal expression of
gestures

4. Respond to instructions requiring immediate complicance within 0-30 seconds
5. Respond appropriately to safety signals given verbally through signs or

through signals
6. Initiate contact with supervisors when:

a. cannot do the job
b. runs out of materials
c. finishes the job
d. feels too sick.tired to work
e. needs drink, rest room
f. makes a mistake which requires informing the superv sor

7. Maintain proper grooming by:
a. dressing appropriately after using the restroom
b. cleaning self before coming to work
c. cleaning self after using the restroom
d. cleaning self after eating lunch
e. eating food appropriately at lunch
f. displaying proper table manners at lunch
Reach place of work by means of:
a. company-sponsored vehicle
b. own arrangement
c. public transit

9. Maintain personal hygiene b
a. shaving regularly

20



Test For- B-K (Con't.)

11.
Leave job station
Display or e'7.gage
week

12. Display or engag
week

(Vocational)

WORK ADJUSTMENT
RA-37

inappropriately no mor. tnan 1-2 times per day
in major disruptive behavior no more than 1-2 times per

in minor disruptive behavior no more than 1-2 times per

Employees should be able to:

1. Participate in work environments for 6-hour periods
2. Move safely about the shop by:

a. Walking from place to place
b. Identifying and avoiding dangerous areas
c. Wearing safe work clothing

3. Work continuously at a job station for 1-2 hour periods
4. Learn new tasks when the supervisor explains by modeling
5. Come to work on an average of 5 times per week
6. Correct work on a task after the second correction
7. Want to work for money/sense of accomplishment
B. Understand work routine by not displaying disruptive behavior duringroutine irogram changes
9. Continue work without disruptions when:

a. Supervisor is observing
b. Fellow worker is observing
c. Stranger is observing

10. Adapt to a new work environmen th normal levels of productiway in 1-5days and with normal levels of contacts with supervisor in 30-60 minutes.

Define work adjustment.and describe the difference between a nwtozthetard "th- :eatie approach to work adjustment.

3. Work ad'us en is a -reatmen ainin throu-h which the individualIs assis ed in ac ui n those skills-_bahaviors and conceits
n a work environmen_ This include ersonal

as it relates
effectively
munity ad'ustmen k outcomes.

needed
social and com-

unction

One of the earlier approaches to work adjustment was to provide whatever pros-thetic device was necessary tc prop the client up to the extent that the in-dividual could function in a sheltered workshop setting. This tended to makethe person dependent on the device(s) in order to function (but the individualwas functioning.) The more recent therapeutic approach is to provide what-
ever is necessary to get the person functioning and to begin to systematically
withdraw the supports as the individual is able to function without therriThe idea is to help the person function like they do in the "normal" or "real"world.

4. Provide a ra ionale for includin ien in vo=a ional ainin and rodutjc

4 To postpone vocational instruction until other behaviors are changed simply
extends the period of vocational incompetence and prevents access to natural
reinforcers for work behavior.

If vocational skills are taught first, or concurrently, there is a likeli-hood that the client can begin to have successes which can help eliminate in-21



WORK ADJUS NT
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Test .Form B -Key (Con

4. appropriate hehavio- for r more efficient and ective program.

.plain_the rationale for conductint interven_ion as much a- 'h

in the natural work setting.

5. Takes advantage of naturally occurring discrimination stimuli and consequences
which must even ually control the behavior.

22



RA-38
PROLuCTION METHODS

TASK 1: DISCUSSION OF PURPOSES
Purpose: Sensitize trainees to purposes of production
Duration: 15 minutes
Materials needed: Module text
Instructions:

Discuss purposes of production.

TASK 1 ALTERNATIVE: DEBATE
Purpose: Sensitize trainees to purposes of production
Duration: 30 minutes
Materials needed: None
Instructions:

Debate this statement: Production methods should be equivalent to thosein industry, with_automation and efficient methods designed and used.

TASK 2: LECTURE AND DEMONSTRATION
Purpose: Objective 1
Duration: 30 minutes
Materials needed: Examples of 1 Gravity feed binS

2. Jigs for counting (e.g., compartmented
boxes or egg cartons)

3. Jigs for measuring or aligning objects
4. Cues (e.g., color-coded wires or containe s)Instructions:

1. Show the examples. Discuss how each one improves rate or accuracy of
work. Ask for ways they could be improved.
Discuss the two conditions under which you wOuld not use a jig:
A. When a contract is too small to justify the coif of developing ajig
B. When the job serves a habilitAtive non-vdcational function

required in the IPP (such as when lifting is used instead of
sliding to strengthen arms, or when a vocational task is used in
a program designed to teach counting).

TASK 3: FAULT-FINDING GAME
Purpose: Cover all objectives
Duration: 20 minutes
Materials needed: Worksheet 1
Instructions:

This can be done as a group game or individual activity with group discussion.

TASK 4: JIGS AND CUES
Purpose: Objective 1
Duration: 15 minutes
Materials needed: Worksheet 2
Instructions:

Instruct trainees to complete the worksheet. Discuss responses.
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RA-38
PRODUCTION METNOD5

TASK 4 ALTERNATIV5: MUCIN IMPROVED PRODUCTION METHODS
Purpose: Practice call objectives
Duration: Assignment
Materials needed: Vodule -text

instructions:
Assign trainees tochcDose a task from work and improve either jigs and cues,
the work area, ale work flow.

TASK o: OBSERVATION
Purpose: Sensitize Mlinces t_ -roduction methods in use
Duration: Assignmen1
Materials needed: Mule -text

Instructions:
Instruct traineesto:
1. Arrange and gM ,,lermission for observation in a business. Fast--ood

outlets and minezIcturing plants are ideal.
2. Choose a task.
3. Diagram eittuthea work area or the work flow and describe any jigs or

cues used,
4. Evaluate thediagi-arn, describing highly-skilled applications of motion

economy prilmiple!s and recommending solutions for errors.
5. Describe unethins; (learned from the observation) which would improve

production iniMe trainee's home facility.

24
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ksheet

For the following work area, find as many ernnts as po 41b10. For each error,tell how to correct it. The task la useparati.ng coupon.,_." The facility hasa coatract to separate coupons by company and price. 'i he task analysis is asfollows:

I. Pick up coupon
2. Find company name
3. Place coupon in the box for that company

Later, when boxes are filled, they me separated by piem=e, using the followingtask analysis:

I. Pick up coupon
2. Find price
3. Place coupon in the box for that prke

The work area is a large table. In the middle of the tble are the boxesfor company or price (whichever is being separated at t1==e time). A clientpicks up a handful of coupons from a large carton &nd c=ne at a time, findsthe correct box, walks to it, and puts the coupon in at



PRODUCTION METHODS
RA-38

Wo-ksheet #2

For the following sitdation, describe two possible jigs and to possible cu
which may improve rate or accuracy.

Mabel makes cable harnesses for washing machines. Each harnes has four
color-coded wires which are passed through a clamp. The clamol must then
be screwed tight. The final 1/2" of each wire must then be strpped, and
each wire MUSE be screwed to the correct teminal on aplug.

Mabel has limited use of her right hand. In addition, she frquently
attaches wires to the wrong terminals or does not tighten the cable clamp
adequately.

26



1-=JRODUCTION (1,E.
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Worksheet

For the following situation, prepare a supervisiou ptogra.i i cor ect the p rob -lerh:

John is assigned to package t---ubber hands. He must ge t a bag, pot in rubberbands, weight the bag, and co:-rrect the amount in the -7-Dag if necessary. Hethan staples the bag. A1though he is accurate, his ur rk rate is very lowfor these reasons:

a. Because of limited use of his lett hand, John has difficultyholdirq-, the bag open while..e filling it. He also Iis troublepositioning the bag and sm-tapling
b. John spends a lot of tinle looking carefully at thea scale toassure that the weight in the correct range

After completing one or bags, John stops, ruti his durapidly, shakes his head b.=ack and forth, and InumbL__ es fseconds to 1 minute befor--=- continuing work.

30
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ia A

1. 70ilm's job is fo package rubber bands. He p -tits 100 rubber band
.pgkage (tolern-=-Ice range 100-110 rubber b -ands). The rubber
a)..t the same sie. He then staples the pac-7.kcage. Tom has very
of his right arn. Describe one jig or cue -to improve rate or
r4tkaging=

2- tiet- F a work area for the job of assembli_ xig wooden toy cars.

finished
cars

15,
16,
17.

19,
20.

analys

Pick up ex le
Pick up wh.-.eel
Put wheel. ..clown flat on table
Fit end of axle on wheel
Fick up ba=nmer
Tap top en.--d of axle until bottom end t t_iclies table
Pick up anwsother axle
Pick up hel
Put wheel ....douni flat on table
Fit end of axle on wheel
Pick up hanrner
Tap top ani=c1 of axl- until bottom end c-4nuches table
Pick up bow.rly
Fit axles - through axle holes
Turn over o wheels lay flat on table
Pick up a
Put wheel (=Kon axle
Tap wheel _,LiT1l outside is flat with erx.ed of axle
Fick up anw=mot.jAT wheel
Nt wheel moDon ex-le
Tap wheel. NaNdown_ r=1.11 it is flat with erx-a of axle
Put comple-ted ar in box

.able

Pi-rid one error 1 n the work Eab1e and tell ti.wow to correct
28

s in each
bands are
little use

accuracy of

Wheels, axles, and
bodies are in card-
board boxes. Worker
stands at table.



Production Metbods

Test Form :.-Kev

1. Tom'b job it, to package rubber bands. He puts 100 rubber bands in clpac age to eance range = 100-110 rubber bands . Th- rubber bands areame size. He then staples the package Tom has ver little usearm. Describe one jig or cue _o improve rate or accuracpac aging.

Examples:
1) A french fry bagger to hold bag open
2) Weigh the bags instead of counting
3) Use electric stapler

2. Here is a work area for the job of a

Task analysis

table

1. Pick up axle
2. Pick up wheel
3. Put wheel down flat on table
4. Fit end of axle on wheel
5. Fick up hammer
6. Tap top end of axle until bottom end touches table
7. Pick up another axle
8. Pick up wheel
9. Put wheel down flat on table

10. Fit end of axle on wheel
11. Pick up hammer
12. Tap top end of axle until bottom end touches table
13. Pick up body
14. Fit axles through axle holes
15. Turn over so wheels lay flat on table
16. Pick up a wheel
17. Put wheel on axle
18. Tap wheel until outside is flat with end of table
19. Pick up another wheel
20. Put wheel on axle
21. Tap wheel down till it is flat with end of axle
22. Put completed car in box

cats.

Find one error In the work table and tell how to correct

Wheels, axles, and
bodies are in card-
board boxes. Worker,
stands at table.

2. Examples:
1) Component boxes are in wrong order. Place them in same order as t.a.2) T.A. is out of sequence. First pick up wheel, then axle.
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Test Form A7Key (Con t.)

2.

Production Methods

Use gravity feed for components so :on c-u slide them instead
of picking them up
Use block rather than hammer so that both wheels can be put on at
a time
Use 1 set of wheels and axles for each hand

30



Produc ion ethods)

Test For B--Key

Nell is making circuit boards. She starts with an empty plastic boardholes in it.. She must then put electrical components (e.g., resistors andcapacitors) on the board with wires through the holes and bent so that the
components will not slip out.

Empty Board Completed Board

0 0 0 0

0

0 o
0

0

Components

1 2 3

Describe one jig or cue to improve rate or accuracy of
1. Examples:

1) Holder to hold empty board at angle which will allow her to put on
components without picking up board each time and to put in all
components before bending the wires.

2) A model competed board which sits on work area.
3) A color-coded model which sits under a transparent plastic empty

circuit boazd.
4) Pliers or a gripper to pick up small components.

making boards.

2. Here is a work area for the job -f making ciruit boards:

Box of
empty
boards

boxes of componeAts

work area

The current task analysis is as follows:

TI
Fiices

1. Pick up empty board
2. Position board on table
3. Pick up component 1
4. Put component I wires through correct holes
5. Pick up pliers
6. Bend wires with long-nose pliers
7. Put down pliers
B. Pick up another component 1
9. Place wires through correct holes

10. Pick up pliers
11. Bend wires

31 34
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Prod tion -thods)
RA-37

Test Form B.-Con't.

I. Put down pliers
13. Continue for all other components
14. Put completed board in box

Find one error in the work area and tell how to correct it (other than
using the jig or cue from question 3.

2. Examples:
1) Use gravity feed boxes for components or to drop completed board through

Use holder so worker can place components in 2 at a time and put all
components in before bending wires
Have 1 set of component boxes for each hand, with boxes arranged so
component 1 boxes are on outside edges of semicircle, component 2
boxes are just toward the middle from them, and so on.
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RA-39
PRODUCTION SUPERVISION

TASi. 1: OBJECTIVE GAME
Purpose: Cover all obje tives
Duration: 30 minutes
Materials needed: Module text
instructions:

TASK 2: CHOOSING A PRODUCTION STRATEGY
Purpose: *Serrsitize trainees to issues involved in choosing strategyDuration: 20 minutes
Materials needed: Worksheet--Choosing a Production StrategyInstructions:

1. Divide trainees into groups of 2-4.
2. Hand out worksheet and instruct groups to fill it out.3. Discuss responses. Point out that there is no right answer.

TASK 3: ROLE-PLAY PRACTICE
Purpose: Objective 3
Duration: 60 minutes
Materials needed: 6taplers and paper to collate

Workshop Supervision Evaluation Sheet
Instructions:

Pass out Workshop Supervision Evaluation Sheets.
Review the items on the Evaluation Sheets. Give examples of good andbad instrdctions, repetitive instructionsys. modeling, descriptive.and
non-descriptive praise, clear criticism with instruction vs insultingor useless criticism.
Divide into groups of 6, one staff, three clients, and two evaluators.Pot out the collating materials and instruct the groups that they willpractice. "Clients" should do SOMR work well and make some mistakes.
After 3-5 minutes of practice, have the group get together and discussthe evaluators' evaluations on the sheet.

5. If time permits, switch roles and do this again.
6. Have one role-play in front of the entire group, with the audienceserving as evaluators. Discuss the evaluation and assure that allitems on the sheet are understood.

DAS, 4: ON-THE-JOB OBSERVATION
Pur Objective 3
Our iou 15 minutes/trainee (unless supervisors or peers can evaluate)
Matei.als needed: Supervision Evaluation Sheet
Instruction:

If possible, have work supervisors or peers (coworkers) who have taken orare taking this module observe and evaluate the trainees. They should usethe Evaluation Sheet, discuss the results with the trainee, and (if needed
and possible) repeat the observation.
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PRODUCTION SUPERVISION

TASK 5: PROBLEM-SOLVING
Purpose: Objectives I and 2
Duration: 60 minutes
Materials needed: None
Instructions:

Divide class into groups of 3=5. Instruct each group to come up with
3 supervision problems (preferably actual situations with clients at work
Rotate problems so that group 2 attempts to find solutions to the problems
posed by group I, group 3 recommends solutions for group 2 and so on.

Discussion the problems and solutions as a whole group. If necessary,
point out to the group possible solutions from the list below:

Frequent reinforcement or continuous feedback
Differential reinforcement of high rate behavior
Ratio reinforcement schedules
Positive practice with speed prompts
Teaching to criterion
Self-management
Using extra cues
Modifying the task or task analysis
Reducing distractions

4 3
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PRODUCTION SUPERVISION

WORKSHEET--CHOOSING A PRODUCTION STRATEGY

A sheltered workshop has a contract to make wood pallets. The workshop has the
necessary tools. Production of pallets has been a major part of the workshop's
work for several years and will probably continue. A pallet crew of 8 clients
has worked on these for the past year. These clients are all working_at 80%
of competitive standard or better. Most of the other clients are collating,
separating soft-drink cans, or doing busy work. A new company has contracted
with the agency for making wood T's and surveying stakes. This test order
will determie whether the company will continue to order these. The contract
will take about 8 weeks to complete.

1. Who would you assign to making T's and stakes? Why?

2. Would you emphasize and try to mini ize
a. trai.ning costs, or
b. production costs?
Why would you make your choice?

How would you minimize the training or the production costs?



WORKSHOP SUPERVISION EVX -JION SHEET

TRAINER'S NAME

EVALUATOR'S NAME

DATE

For each item, mark Yes. No, or NA. Mark Yes if the behavior occurred more than
half of the opportunities. Mark No if the behavior occurred half the opportunities
or less. Mark NA if there were no opportunities.

Item Yes

A. Giving Instructions
1. Addresses client by name.
2. Instruction is

a. Clear and specific (describes what needs to
be done).

b. Brief (describes only what needs to be done).
c. Given with no mor than 3 steps at a time.

3. Demonstrates or models when instructions do not
produce the correct behavior.

4. Practice occurs following instruction.
5. After all steps have been completed, client is

asked to complete all steps independently.
6. There is at least one follow-up check with

feedback.

B. Praising
1. Praise is

a. Audible and clear.
b. Immediate (within 10 seconds following

desired behavior).
c. Descriptive (tells what client did).
d. Brief (no more than 10 words

2. Praise does not require the client to stop the
task (e.g., supervisor looks at task, not clien

C. Criticizing
1. Criticism

a. Occurs within 10 seconds following error.
b. Includes an_instruction to correct the

behavior (clear description).
c. Includes chance for practice with feedback.

Is clear enough so the error is not repeated
immediately.

e. Avoids labels, personal comments, and insults.

Please tally the following:
Praises--any .

comment which follows a desired behavior and indicates correctness or
approval.

Criticisms--any comment which follows an error or undesired off-task or disruptive
behavior and indicates error or disapproval, or provides an instruction to correc
the behavior.

Number of praises_

Number of criticisms
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PRODUCTION SUPERVISION
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Test, Form A- -Key

List two issues which de ermine how often you should praise an individual
client.

I. Is the client learning a new task or performing one which is well-learned?
Is the client approaching placement in a place where praise will be

infrequent?

2. June is working c- -todial crew which cleans offices. Her work in most
areas is adequatE, but she does a poor job of dusting and vacuuming. In
these two jobs, s,ne often misses large areas. She is very slow, often
stopping to gaze into space or simply run her hands over the different
types of textures on office furniture. Describe three practical ways to
improve June's work performance.

2. Examples:
Reinforce frequently.
Do iatense training on these two skills until she reaches good performance
Spread colored pieces of paper on furniture to be dusted or on floor. These

may serve as cues to cover each area.
Use DRH schedule, reinforcing if she performs tasks successfully within a

time limit. Gradually allow less and less time.
Provide positive practice with speed prompts.
Beginning with competitive wage, each time she is found gazing into space

or feeling textures, tell her she has lost IOC from her wage. At the
end of each work period, tell her what she has earned. Be sure it
meets certificate levels and that you document what you did.

Assign another client to reinforce, assist, and prompt her.
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Test Form 13 -Key

1. List
client,

1. IPP (or client's placement goals, or objectives)
b) Acquisition vs. maintenance (learning or maintaining or how well

does client know task).
1/min. average.

PRODUCTION SUPERVISION
RA-39

sues which determine how often you should_praise an individual

2. Elton is assIgned to pallet-making. He is reauired to choosethe _correct
ieces of wood and fasten them to-ether usin- a pneumatic nailer. He has

n which he works -a id at com ve rate)
ualit suffe-- somewhat. He sometimes uses the

wrong lengths of boards also ets to .ut in so e of the nails,

burst roduc
these

When he is not on a roduction burst, his rate is quite slow. At those
times he keerswork by asking the superyl_s_pr to belR
him choose die correct len ths of wood and to check his nailina

Describe three practical _wa-- to im.rove Elton's work performance.

2. Examples:
1) Reinforce on a DEH or VR schedule (e.g., set goal for day).
2) Provide jig in which Elton simply places boards in frames.
3) Ignore requests to check nailing; check at specified times

(e.g., on the hour; after every 3 pallets).
When Elton makes an error, require him to over-correct it (e.g., if
he leaves out a nail, he must put it in and tell where each nail should
go)

5) Provide a model pallet with each nail marked; instruct him to check
each pallet against the model.

4 7
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